Dear Honourable Minister Goodale:
Please find below evidence of a serious misrepresentation by a RCMP corporal in his reports,
and while under oath concerning an investigation into alleged historical abuse of First Nations
people in Northern B.C. Iunderstand there is presently an investigation into the RCMP in

Northern B.C.; https://www.crcc-ccetp.gc.calenlchair-initiated-complaint-and-public-interest
investigation-regarding-policing-northern-british that has not yet been released. I believe this
letter is timely and not unrelated.
I was the plaintiff in the matter Robinson v. Furlong 2015 BCSC 1690, Docket S140603 before
Justice Catherine Wedge at the B.C. Supreme Court. I am writing about Cpl. Quinton Mackie's
testimony during that trial as well as the way in which he followed up on a review of his
investigation done by the Serious Crime Unit of Edmonton.
The case stemmed from an article I wrote for the Georgia Straight in Vancouver on September
27, 2012; http://www.straight.comlnews/john-furlong-biography-omits-secret-past-bums-Iake in
which First Nations people, most from Lake Babine First Nation, alleged physical and
psychological abuse by Mr. Furlong. Within days Chief Wilf Adam of Lake Babine First Nation
told the media, in another article, "An RCMP investigation must bring the truth of what
happened in the past to thefull light of dayfor all to see. The necessary steps must be taken, so
we can put this issue to rest. " Chief Adam also said, "All throughout the Olympics I kept hearing
fromformer students, 'This is the guy who did this to me and look at him right up there' .... He
was a mean person from what I saw at Immaculata. He used to slap the students, either boy or
girl, and kick them in the ass and sometimes kick them in thefront side." Chief Adam's own
allegations of abuse by Mr. Furlong were widely reported in the Canadian media, yet within Cpl.
Mackie's files Chief Adam is included on a list of people who may have possible information for
their investigation. Under the "Source" column is written "On Affidavit list, Miscellaneous:
Disregard" Under the "To Do" column is empty space.
The RCMP is reported, in the same article, to be " ... investigating all the allegations made in the
matter" http://www.irishcentral.comlnews/canadian-olympics-ceo-accused-of-abuse-of-native
indian-children-172441471-237753941.html.
This has not happened.
The Truth and Reconciliation Commission's "Call to Action #25; We call upon thefederal
government to establish a written policy that reaffirms the independence of the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police to investigate crimes in which the government has its own interest as a potential
or real party in civil litigation " is a laudable and achievable goal. As you know, Prime Minister
Trudeau has committed to implementing all of the TRC's Calls to Action and this particular Call
to Action is of great importance in this case.
RCMP Division K Serious Crime Unit Review:
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On July 12,2012, Ms. Beverley Abraham of Lake Babine First Nation reported historical
allegations of sexual abuse by Mr. Furlong to the Bums Lake RCMP. This case was transferred
to the Prince George office and Cpl. Quinton Mackie became the investigating officer soon after.
On April 12, 2013, Cpl. Mackie emailedMr. Furlong's counsel at the time, Mr. Marvin Storrow,
saying; "I can tell you the RCMP have concluded their investigation into that matter and have

found nothing to substantiate the complaint, as a result there will be no report to Crown counsel
forwarded" Cpl. Mackie also wrote, "... The RCMP continue to speak to people who were
mentioned in Laura Robinson's statement of Defense, I will update you on this matter once all
have been spoken to and a determination has been made with respect to any criminal wrong
doing. "
In July 2013 Inspector Peter Haring, operations officer for the North District in B.C., requested
that members Sgt. Van Imschoot and Cpl. Frey of the RCMP's "K" Division Serious Crimes
Unit from Edmonton review Cpl. Mackie's investigation.
By the time of the review by the Serious Crimes Unit, Mr. Furlong had filed a Notice of Civil
Claim against the Georgia Straight newspaper and me, and I had filed a Response that contained
the original allegations of abuse and new ones that came forward after the publishing of the
article. The allegations contained in my Response
http://nebula.wsimg.com/46d2c349c6bb4407403195eabaee5ece?AccessKeyld=90D3837150F7A
72C70F2&disposition=0&alloworigin=1 were accessed by the Serious Crimes Unit, along with
files, interviews and media reports contained in Cpl. Mackie's existing file. At the end of their
review 28 recommendations were made. Twenty-two of the recommendations were to open files
on new abuse allegations made by First Nations people about John Furlong.
Evidence of this review and these recommendations by Sgt. Van Imschoot and Cpl. Frey of K
Division Serious Crime Unit of Edmonton's RCMP was provided to Justice Wedge in the
"Plaintiff Notices to Admit Re: RCMP Documents, Exhibit 16".
The review also contained recommendations about an allegation of extortion Mr. Furlong said,
under oath, he reported to head of the Vancouver Olympics Integrated Security Unit, RCMP
Assistant Commissioner Bud Mercer and Chief Constable Jim Chu of the Vancouver Police
Department prior to the 2010 Olympics when he was CEO of the Vancouver Games. He called
neither man as a witness. Mr. Furlong had alleged that a First Nations lawyer, Gary Youngman,
had tried to extort him prior to the Olympics, saying Mr. Youngman was acting on behalf of "a
young woman" who alleged that he, Furlong, had beaten her when he was a teacher at
Immaculata School in Burns Lake in 1969-70. I have included evidence from Cpl. Mackie's
report that shows he misrepresented this evidence while under oath at the Robinson v. Furlong
trial as well.
I will first address how Cpl. Mackie's misrepresentation of evidence related to the abuse
allegations helped influence an incorrect conclusion by Justice Wedge.
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On Page 55, paragraph 207 of her decision, Justice Wedge referred to the Serious Crimes Unit

Review and wrote;
"The file review did not disclose any matters with respect to the Abraham
complaint that would require further investigation. The team conducting the review
had many recommendations, but most pertained to the general allegations of abuse
made by many former Immaculata students which did not involve Mr. Furlong."
Justice Wedge's incorrect statement, that the recommendations "did not involve Mr. Furlong"
may have been influenced by Cpl. Mackie in his testimony (Pg 15-16 of examination transcripts)
when Mr. John Hunter, counsel to Mr. Furlong, asked about the review team (Line and pages
numbers removed);
Q
A

Q

A

And did they have any recommendations as to
further work to be done?
Once they were done their review they provided
I believe now it's 28 recommendations as to
things that could be looked at or should be
looked at.
Out of those 28 recommendations when
I sat down and went through them, there was
probably only -- I believe it was three, or four
or five that pertained directly to the
investigation of sexual abuse by Beverly Abraham
on John Furlong -- or by John Furlong, sorry.
The other 22 or so basica~~yrevo~vedaround
genera~abuse or genera~hardship at Immacu~ata
schooL
And that was -- it didn't surprise me
that came out because that was a common theme in
my investigation.
It appeared that everybody I
ta~ked to wanted to discuss their experiences at
Immacu~ataschoo~and focused on a ~ot of peop~e.
It was not just focused on Mr. Fur~ong (emphasis mine) .
So once that happened and the review came out I had a
meeting with the management team and requested
that we be ab~e to start a different fi~e that
pertained strict~yto a~~egationsof just genera~
wrongdoings at Immacu~ataand separate them .
.... 50 as a resu~twe ended up with two separate fi~es; the fi~e
I was investigating, and that was set up for a
conc~usion, [i.e. the fi~e on Abraham]and then another fi~e
into just genera~practices and abuse at Immacu~ataschoo~,
if there was any (emphasis mine) .
All right.
With respect to the investigation
that you were at that stage in charge of with
respect to Beverly Abraham's complaint, were
there recommendations to interview any more
people?
Well, the ones that came out, the people had been
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Q

A

talked to, but they wanted the official capacity
done.
So for instance, one was her ex-husband,
Fred Abraham, who I had spoken to and said he
didn't want to talk to us.
So the recommendation
was go get a taped statement from him.
So I went
out, and I put him on tape, and had him say, "I
don't want to talk to you about this."
So they
were just basically housekeeping,
tidying things
up.
That was i t..
.
All right.
And this whole period occupied
several months.
Did anything happen after your
initial communication of April 12th, 2013, that
changed the conclusions that you had reached by
then?
No.
There was nothing.
As I stated, there were
some interviews and stuff that needed to be
tidied up in the eyes of our management.
And
then there was some things that I felt were okay
as far as conversations that they wanted recorded
and stuff just for record.
But that's
it.

Over twenty of the Serious Crimes Unit's recommendations did concern allegations of abuse by
Mr. Furlong, made by former students from Immaculata or Prince George College. Note that
Cpl. Mackie does not mention Prince George College in his testimony. An allegation of sexual
abuse came from a former student of Mr. Furlong's from the college, as did a number of serious
allegations of physical violence. Please find in the accompanying appendix those redacted
recommendations, matched with excerpts from my Response statements made by the First
Nations people who gave them.
In addition, there were a number of recommendations by Cpl. Frey and Sgt. Van Imschoot
pertaining to First Nations people who had spoken to, or were referred to the police with
allegations of abuse that were not included in my Response. This means more allegations were
made to the police. There were also allegations made by First Nations people in my Response
that do not appear in the Serious Crime Unit Review. In total at least 40 First Nations people had
alleged they were abused by and/or witnessed Mr. Furlong abusing others by December 17,2013
when Cpl. Mackie appears to have filed his final report. (In addition a smaller number of non
Native people had also alleged witnessing abuse, of whom Cpl. Mackie may have been
unaware).
In his December 2013 report (Part of Exhibit 16 before the Court) Cpl. Mackie acknowledges,
"Twenty-two other persons have comeforward with allegations of historic abuse by FURLONG;
that investigation continues. " Later he writes, "The recommendations pertaining to other
people's complaints, we continue tofollow up on" and adds in a later paragraph "Nd RlGIS are
currently investigating the other allegations. "
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Yet under oath Cpl. Mackie said, "The other 22 or so basically revolved around general abuse
or general hardship at Immaculata School." He referred to them again in his summary at trial;

" .... So as a result we ended up with two separatefiles; thefile I was investigating, and that was
set upfor a conclusion [i.e. thefile on Abraham] and then anotherfile intojust generalpractices
and abuse at Immaculata school, if there was any... "
Cpl. Mackie also testified at trial that by December 2013 he was setting up the Beverley
Abraham file "for a conclusion" when in the 22 new files are two allegations of sexual abuse
made by other students. According to the many First Nations people in Northern B.C. who
communicated with me after the December 2013 date of the report, neither Cpl. Mackie nor
anyone else contacted them to start an investigation of their allegations. The recommendations
appear to be "still outstanding" over two years later, which is very unfortunate given the final
recommendation of the Serious Crimes Unit Review.
Cpl. Frey's and Sgt. Van Imschoot's final recommendation, Recommendation 28 reads as
follows;

Re-interview John Furlong and expand on thefollowing:
a) Allegations ofphysical and sexual abuse while teaching at Immaculata
b) The extortion allegations prior to the 2010 games, determine where this
occurred andforward the information to the Police agency ofjurisdiction
c) Identify and interview those present for the meeting between Furlong,
d) Consider a polygraph for John Furlong_
The alleged extortion is listed in the review because an earlier RCMP report within Cpl.
Mackie's file on the sexual abuse allegation contained the following;

"On November 14, 2012, "E" Division Major Crime Unit met with the Vancouver Police
Department ChiefConstable Jim Chu to address the alleged extortion reported to him by John
Furlong. C/Cst. Chu advised that John FURLONG came to him on January 22,2010 stating that
an individual wanted moneyfrom him or they would go public with allegations of excessiveforce
when FURLONG was a physical education teacher. C/Cst. Chu asked FURLONG if these
allegations were true and FURLONG indicated they weren't. C/Cst. Chu deemed this as a public
relations matter as the Olympics were only weeks away. An investigation was not undertaken
and afile was never created. "
Cpl. Mackie was questioned by my counsel, Mr. Bryan Baynham during cross-examination at
trial about what he knew of the alleged extortion, and how he reported it to his superiors on
September 28,2012, the day after Mr. Furlong made the extortion claim at his press conference
about the abuse allegations. Cpl. Mackie responded, saying it was a female who had worked on a
committee and was let go (Pg. 35 of Mackie transcripts, line and page numbers removed);

A

Well, in my recollection in my notes when this
allegation by this email was brought forward it
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had to do with the fact that she was on the
committee somehow and got let go, and that there
may have been a push or something.
But other
than that I never worded it as an assault.
And
so there was just a little more substance to it
that was taken for this purpose of getting the
information to them.
But this is not what Cpl. Mackie's Occurrence Report says for the same date, September 28,
2012. It reads, in part;

"Cpl. Mackie was asked to clarify some of the events around the alleged extortion that Mr.
Furlong addressed when speaking to the media.
15:02 hrs - Cpl. Mackie spoke with Mr. Furlong's counsel, Mr. Marvin Storrow. Mr. Storrow
had thefollowing to say on the matter;
-The extortion allegation came outjust before the 2010 Olympics
-It was brought forward by a I" Nations woman who claimed that Mr. Furlong assaulted her

(Counsel did not know when the alleged incident took place)
-Thefemale had a I" Nations lawyer, Mr. Furlong's Counsel believes the same Lawyer may be
behind Laura Robinson with respect to this allegation
-Mr. Furlong reported it to VPD but counsel did not know anything else about it... "
(Emphasis mine)
Cpl. Mackie's description, under oath, of an individual on one of Mr. Furlong's committees who
felt unjustly let go is completely different from what he wrote to his superiors about a First
Nations lawyer who was representing a First Nations woman alleging an assault had taken place.
In addition to this, Mr. Storrow, Mr. Furlong's counsel at the time, tied those involved to me,
which was a complete fabrication for which Mr. Storrow certainly could not provide any proof of
to Cpl. Mackie.
On December 17, 2013 Cpl. Mackie wrote what appears to be a final report concerning, not only
the alleged sexual assault but the alleged extortion referred to in Recommendation 28;

" .... On 2012-09-27, FURLONG addressed the media and denied the allegations. He also
disclosed he was the victim of an attempted extortionjust prior to the 2010 Vancouver/ Whistler
Olympic Games. Follow up investigation determined the attempted extortion was not related to
the ABRAHAM allegations and the original complaint had been brought to the attention of Chief
Constable Jim Chu, Vancouver Police Department (VPD) in thefirst instance. Their
investigation deemed the circumstance not to be criminal. "
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He also responded to the Serious Crime Unit final recommendation No 28 itemized above,
writing in his December 2013 report that it had been " ... completely looked into and thefindings

are well documented on thefile ... .John Furlong's counsel made it clear John would not be
providing anyfurther statements to the police. It is unclear why this recommendation was
forwarded by the review team. "
The fmdings pertaining to the alleged extortion were not documented at all. There were no
findings because there was no investigation. It also appears, despite the directive of
Recommendation 28, Cpl. Mackie did not interview Mr. Youngman, Ms. Hoggan or Mr. Doyle,
who by then was B.C. premier, Christie Clark's, chief of staff. Nor did he re-interview Mr.
Furlong.
There are many emails and transcribed conversations in Cpl. Mackie's files on this case showing
that senior RCMP want a better explanation of the alleged extortion. The September 28,2012
email to RCMP Supt. Lesley Bain in Prince George from RCMP Supt. Paul Richards which
references the extortion allegation is just one; " .... we can draft a letter or something similar to

the police ofjurisdiction (VPD?) and request any informationfrom theirfile, or if nothing was
done, that they commence an extortion investigation. "
It appears both Supt. Richards and the Serious Crime Unit believed an investigation should be
done; the VPD did not do one, but Cpl. Mackie simply reports, in December 2013, that they did.
In addition, on October 1,2012 an email fromRCMPInspectorChrisCulhanetoSupt.Bain
and
Cpl. Mackie, concerns yet another extortion allegation. Insp. Culhane writes concerning already
existing RCMP files, " .... There is the mention of an attemptedfraud. Thisparticular fraud

scenario has been circulatingfor some time and is not related to an historical sexual
assault/extortion.
.... 1 have afeeling the reference to the extortion being reported by Mr. Furlong is in relation to
the attemptedfraud all done over thephone by an anonymous person or persons. See attached
file for further information on that.... "
No file was attached in what I was given, as the plaintiff in my suit against Mr. Furlong, but
ChiefWilf Adam did give me on-the-record information. He said when the torch relay was in
Prince George and on its way to Bums Lake prior to the Olympics a former student called Mr.
Furlong and told him if he came to Bums Lake his past would be exposed. Chief Adam was in a
small room housing the VIP's who would be running with the torch. They had been told Mr.
Furlong would be in attendance. All of a sudden the RCMP announced Mr. Furlong could not
attend. Did the RCMP know about this or know of other allegations by First Nations people and
not investigate prior to the Olympics? The public has a right to know what the full allegations
about Mr. Furlong are and what the entire file contains.
Cpl. Mackie also did not follow up on the new investigations recommended by the Serious
Crimes Unit review. Many of the statements were made by those who attended Prince George
College and did not live in Bums Lake; they too report no follow-up investigation.
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Just as importantly, the descriptors used to describe the alleged abuse by Mr. Furlong in the
Serious Crime Unit recommendations do not accurately describe what the First Nations alleged
in either their statutory declarations or statements. In the appendix you will find thirteen of the
recommendations that match the statutory declarations or statements that I received from First
Nations people who were former students of John Furlong's.
Please note when Cpl. Mackie or possibly others from the RCMP contacted some of Mr.
Furlong's former students in his initial investigation not everyone was interested in speaking
with him. This was the time period when "Those Who Take Us Away"
https:llwww.hrw.org/news/2013/02/13/canada-abusive-policing-neglect-along-highway-tears
was being researched and distributed by Human Rights Watch. In addition, many RCMP had
also been called to a dispute at the Bums Lake band office, where many Lake Babine members
were supporting the protesters http://vancouver.mediacoop.calnewsrelease/17034 and at least 50
RCMP officers were involved. The RCMP were also correctly associated with the Olympic torch
relay and the Olympics in general. I was told there was very little trust of a white male RCMP
officer. This could hardly be news to the RCMP, especially in Northern B.C.
Cpl. Mackie did not get a production order so he could obtain the statements given by Mr.
Furlong's former students, a small portion of which are excerpted in the appendix and are
referred to in the Serious Crime Unit Review.
I will not, at this time, go into the many errors in Cpl. Mackie's investigation, or the other errors
in his testimony, but suffice to say his files show he gathered most of his information about my
work during meetings at Mr. Furlong's PR firm, TwentyTen Group. It is all incorrect.
I cannot see how the dozens of First Nations people and a smaller number of non-Native people
who have alleged abuse by Mr. Furlong could be expected to trust that the RCMP would carry
out an impartial and unbiased investigation at this point. I hope your ministry and those of
Justice Minister Wilson Raybould and Indigenous Affairs Minister Bennett will commence
hearings, investigations and the circles so many of Mr. Furlong'S former students have asked for
so, as Chief Adam requested in October 2012, First Nations people and Canada can "put this
issue to rest."
Sincerely,
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------

Laura Robinson
cc
Honourable Minister Wilson Raybould
Honourable Minister Bennett
Chief Wilfred Adam
Grand Chief Edward John
Grand Chief Stewart Phillip
Grand Chief Perry Bellegard
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